
Top ranked firm in Chambers UK 2021 and leading firm in Legal 500  

2021 for Professional Negligence.

“The firm provides a commercially sound service to its clients,  

represents their interests exceptionally well and is committed  

to ensuring that they achieve the best possible results.” 

Chambers and Partners 2020

Clients praise the firm for its “high-level service, understanding  

and grasp of the issues.” 

Chambers and Partners 2021

Clients say: “They provide an outstanding service at competitive pricing,  

understand our needs and offer excellent value-added services as well.”

Market commentators note: “The team is very impressive and always  

on top of the detail.” 

General Insurance - Chambers 2021

First on ‘service’ and ‘leading lawyers’ 

Gracechurch London Market Insurance Law Report 2019

“Kennedys is a very innovative and collaborative firm -  

it’s a pleasure to partner with them.” 

Chambers and Partners 2021

“Holds a prominent position in the market and is well known  

for its professional negligence work across a range of sectors.” 

Chambers and Partners 2021

“They are true experts with long-standing and extensive experience  

of advising on and defending claims against professionals.”

“A terrific team with experience of defending claims across a broad  

spectrum of professions.” 

Legal 500 2021

“The firm’s real strength is its depth of very able and commercially-minded  

individuals who have a comprehensive knowledge of the professional  

indemnity market.” 

Chambers and Partners 2021

Professional and Financial Risks Claims

UKC05093

Introducing our England and Wales Panel Solicitors 
Our highly experienced Professional and Financial Risks (ProFin) in-house claims team handles most 

claims without the need to instruct external solicitors. However, from time to time the appointment  

of an external Solicitor is required for cases in England and Wales.

We have selected industry leading firms which provide national coverage with offices in London, 

Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Newport, Sheffield, Southampton and Taunton  

and with international capability. By working together, we utilise the combined knowledge, skills and 

expertise to provide the best possible resolution whether by way of defence, negotiation or settlement.

You can count on:

• Recognised leaders in all Professional Indemnity occupations and Financial Risk classes

• Robust service agreements to maximise performance and client satisfaction

• National and international coverage - with associate firms worldwide

• Exceptional rates fixed until 2022

• Enhanced capability through membership of professional, industries and regulatory bodies.

Our Panel Firms:




